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Sadina shield hero

Comments Share 120 (Raphtalian World)82 (Glass' World) Sadeena (サディナ, Sadina?) is a Sakamata therian trop and companion of Kilpisankari. He's also one of rock valley's top fighters. Appearance Man In his human form, he appears with long black hair and his height is average.
Therianthrope in its Sakamata form, in which he has the appearance of theriantrope Orca, Sadeena is quite large by human standards, but medium in size for her breed. He also has a habit of wearing lying clothes. Personality He acts lazily to prevent others from getting to him, but
underneath it he easily obsesses over things. To sum up, he's someone you can't betray. However, he is also quite caring and responsible when he has to be and is described as everyone's Onee-san. Raphtalia, Filo, the villagers of Rock Valley and the people of another village have great
respect for him, even though Naofumi sees him only as a loose person who likes to play. Background Sadeena was born and raised in the Q'ten Lo Islands in a special lineage associated with the devotion of the Godwater Salmon Snake and the Heavenly Emperor. At some point in his
youth, he became the chief priest of the Water Salmon Snake and became friends with the heir to Raphtalia's father, Q'ten Lo. He then decided, under unknown circumstances, to follow Raphtalia's parents when they decided to flee the country, leaving behind their old lives. After leaving his
country, he and Raphtalia's parents settle in the Seaetto district of Melromarc after the governor received large numbers of migrants as part of the Queen's initiative to create an area protected by demi-man. Once, he saved Keel from drowning in the sea. Sadeena went far to fish, at the time
of the waves, unable to return in time to rescue the villagers. Raphtalia and the surviving villagers believe that the disaster of the wave and its monster could be included if Sadeena were present. Sadeena herself regrets not being there in the village during the wave. Trivia Sadeena was
mentioned in section 15 and chapter 23. References to Community content are available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Read Kilpisankari's rise Chapter 367: Aiming for number three When we arrived in Castle Town we continued straight to the castle. Ara~ if it's not Naofumi-chan.
Sadina flattered me. Because of his experiment, he's become incredibly strong. On the front line, he's a fighting force that competes with heroes. I saw how fierce the fighting had been at a glance. It's like... He has a certain dignity with his scars. Like a veteran warrior. I don't think he likes
them, but he's been pushing himself lately. Yes, I understand. He's not a reincarnator. a resident of this world. Is it true niichan's back! Kiel screams in an enthusiastic voice. But he's not trying to approach. ... Where's Raphtalia-chan? I explained it just before. (Naofumi) Naofumi...! Glass
made a surprise sound when he saw my face, after which he pulled out his gun and distanced himself from us. He fought as a couple with Sadna. Wait, wait, wait, wait, wait, wait, wait, The goddess doesn't control me, and I haven't been resuscitated! (Naofumi) Wonder. There's a saying
that the lack of doubt bites back. No, no, no. He's very careful. Why is it like this no matter where I go? Let me explain the situation one more time. As a result of various things, I have a power that competes with the goddess. I passively activate the obstacle magic and place it so that the
goddess doesn't notice. And so, Sadina. What? I know you're being careful with me, but believe me. (Naofumi) He's just acting friendly. He probably suspects me under that fake whale. Because sadina is so. The fact that my comrades don't believe me because of what the goddess did
makes me angry. I'd like to go straight into a fight with him, but there's a chance I'll miss a good chance because of it. I have to take the procedure. And it's not like the world power the spirits gave me is limitless or anything. Ara, are you okay? Oneesan believes you. This Naofumi-chan is
real. That's what you say, but how's it under the smile? Did you think I wouldn't notice? I think Naofumi-chan is skeptical here. (Sadina) Fumu... Then Sadina, let's go to an empty room for a minute. Ara? Are you finally going to tell me how you feel about me? Oh, yes, yes. It's working, so
let's go. Naofumi-sama I want in, too. No, no, no. For some reason, Atlas is following us. No, I'm definitely not doing anything like that. Go seduce Fohl or play with him or something. No, I don't want to. Atlas! Niichanisi has worked hard! Rightly! Fohl-niichan is amazing! You can't see it,
Atlas-chan? I'm well aware. But His dignity dwindles in my eyes every time he tries to see me. (Atlas) Is it true... Then Fohl-niicha! Let's go together and get Atlas to accept you! No, no, no. Kiel is innocently wrapped in fohl's hand. They're going to get along for a while, but aren't they closer
than they used to be? Did you have a relationship like that? Onii-sama, I support you from the bottom of my heart? What's he talking about fohl-niichan? Did something good happen to you? No, no, no, no, no, no, no, Ⅰ.... I am... No, no, no. Fohl looks happy. When such a misunderstanding
makes her happy, she. just be a pervert.... He's happy to meet someone who died. And he's incredibly close to what he was like in his life. Ren, Atlas, can I leave an explanation for you? I got it, I got it! I'll explain everything to everyone. Leave it to me. No, no, no. Atlas and Ren will take care
of the explanations when Sadna and I go to another place. When we become alone, Sadina will raise the security. ... And? Naofumi-chan, was what you used to say was true? Why would I lie? I'd like to say that, but it looks like that goddess has to cheat on you quite a lot. (Naofumi) Yes,
there were cheaters among us... No, it's wrong. That's because some people were killed and then controlled. Quite a few of the village children were used that way. How difficult. (Naofumi) Reviving the dead... If I don't look at them, I don't know what he did to them, but if I say it honestly, I
don't know how to deal with it. If I had their souls, maybe it would be possible, but I'm not going to try it. All I know is that waking up isn't good for the soul. It stains it, or... This part depends on the laws of the world. I don't think the way the goddess revives them guarantees them a long life.
This is the world he destroys to get bored. Even his reincarnations are more acceptable than this. In addition, he uses brainwashing or something to control them. ... It is with these hands that I have had to let a few of them go. (Sadina) See... (Naofumi) Sadina keeps herself steady, and
she's having a hard time. Hah... Sadina, come here for a second. Ara? Are you going to comfort this one-esan? If you want, I'll do it. But looking at your wounds bothers me, so let me heal them. (Naofumi) I turn to Sadina's injuries and throw healing magic at them. They're too deep for
normal Healing Magic to make an impact, but now I can do it. I said it before, didn't I? Sadina, you're the best when you're relaxed. You have attraction in itself, and it doesn't feel right when it's covered by strange wounds. Does my skin appeal to you? Yes, that's right. Keep doing that nicely
and stay where you are. (NAofumi)... When I look closer, I see that his tail is a fake, a prosthesis. Her form of swimming is beautiful for someone like me. I can't leave it like this. I use high-level healing magic... Not in this case, I think it's elevated to a regeneration magic and is starting to
treat him. His wounds are closing, and he's going back to Sadina. The simple fact that I have been able to do this gives me the time I spent wandering that endless path. When the wounds here had disappeared without. I cut off the magic. So in my final moments, I'm going to be Naofumi-
chan's play sinoth? (Sadina) Hi... Well, it's not like this onee-san didn't know. Really? Resuscitated children's flow or magic, or whatever it was, I felt something strange mixed with them. Right now, I can tell them apart to some extent. No, no, no. Sadina irons her rejuvenate tail and starts
bending it. I'm interested in a change in Naofumi-chan's magic. What kind of change are you talking about? Frankly, Naofumi-chan has been mixed with an incredible amount of power. But I sense it when you sang magic, it's not something the enemy god did to you. It's close, but I feel
something more benign. Some earth flow. You have a strange sensibility. Maybe it's because Naofumi-chan tested a lot of things with me. This is hard to explain in words. But all I'm saying is I can fire you. (Sadina) Fumu... (Naofumi) At least the fact that he's right is amazing. The truth is,
it's not just my power. I have the spirits of a destroyed world that lend power to me, too. He's pretty much right. What Naofumi-chan says is probably true. But the enemy god may have just found a way around my judgment. So I can't erase my doubts. This is going to be a witch trial.
(Naofumi) Can I prove I'm not in control? Even if he says he can tell you if the goddess could do enough to be credible, there is no way to say for sure. I'll tell everyone you're a shade of gray pretty close to white. No, no, no. (TL: Like white = innocent, black = guilty) Tell them I'm already
white. Oh, yes. How embarrassing of me. No, no, no. He makes a Tehe face and I lightly stroke his head. When Raphtalia gets here, we're going to stop this fight. Until then, it may be difficult, but help us. (Naofumi) It's a great... Doesn't Naofumi-chan protect everyone? Yes, because that's
the only thing I can do. Even though I've gained this much strength, I can't give a scratch to my enemies. (Naofumi) To prove it, I punched my fist in Sadna's stomach with everything I could. Ara... It didn't even tickle. As expected of Naofumi-chan. Just to tell you, I didn't hold it. (Naofumi) I
decided it myself, but I did it so I couldn't do any damage to go too far? Earlier, when I attacked the balloon, I was able to do 1 damage per hit. But my current me doesn't have a single statistic point in attack, so even the fact that one has turned to 0. I feel like it's a bit much, but there's really
not much difference between 1 and 0. Does that mean I can push Naofumi-chan down like this? (Sadina) Why did it lead to this!. Breaking a Naofumi-chan who can't resist. Sounds like fun, doesn't it? It's not funny to me! And even if I can't attack, I can resist or anything. Naofumi-chan must
be Raphtalia-chan. Maybe next, Atlas-chan? After that... I think I can win against Firo-chan. (Sadina) Where!? (Naofumi) He's definitely not going to change. Sadina explained that we're alive. It happened after that, but Melty stared at Sadina and said why she decided to believe me. Sadina-
san, what are you? He seemed to be pushing himself, but when you get back, he seems to be having a great time. That's why I've decided to believe you, too. No, no, no. Sadna's mysterious charisma shows itself wherever I look. I didn't think he even edied melty's trust. Melty behaves
differently around people other than me. It's like he's got two faces. I'm grateful for your trust. I never thought I'd take revenge for that again as soon as I got back. I'll give you an honest apology for that. But I'd like you to understand how we feel. No, no, no. I'd already heard it from Sadina,
but Melty's starting to explain. Just like me, their missing comrades suddenly appeared bravely, and after a few days of fighting, they suddenly changed their backs. Some representative cases are The Musou Granny of the Spirit, and at the beginning Atlas.At fake man, they thought
grandma had survived and come to save everyone... But when the Reincarnators gained the edge, he launched an attack on Firo and Trash.Because Sadina had been suspicious from the start, they were able to avoid disaster, but Sadina suffered a severe wound. His tail was severed.
Atlas appeared on Fohl the same way. He declared that when he died, the Spirit of S.H.I.E.I.E.I.E.D. decided to carry out my mission and revive him. It sounds likely... And that Atlas was their comrade for a while before he cheated. It really is a champion~ No, no, no. Firo believes me now.
He hugs me and clubs his head against me. His Ahoge pushed against my body. I'm itchy. Rafu~! Losing Raph-chan is starting to play with me. It's this one. This.When you seem to save someone from a crisis, this is what you should get... I assessed the situation satisfactorily because I felt
relieved to be back in this world. World.
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